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 GUIDELINES ON THE APPLICATION FOR LOGICAL CHANNEL 
NUMBERS  

1   BACKGROUND 

In accordance with The Uganda Communications Act 2013, Uganda Communications Commission 

(UCC) is mandated, under section 5(i), “to set national standards and ensure compliance with 

national and international standards and obligations laid down by international communication 

agreements and treaties to which Uganda is a party” and section 5(k), “to safeguard the interests 

of consumers and operators as regards the quality of communications services and equipment”. 

 

The document provides guidance to the Content Service providers that will assist them in 

providing the correct details in the application forms for Logical Channel Numbers (LCNs). 

 

1.1 Logical Channel Number (LCN) 

A logical channel number is the number allocated to each of the program and services being 

carried over broadcasting multiplexes; basically, these are the numbers the viewer’s press to 

access the different available services.  They range from 001 to 999. 

 

1.1.1    Importance of LCN 

a) They enable unique identification of different services using different ID numbers and can 

be used to avoid service conflicts.  

b) They are user friendly and convenient i.e. the numbers are arranged in a “logical” manner 

that is easy for a viewer to store and recall their “favourites”. 

c) They enable signal distributers and broadcasters to prioritize certain services; for 

example, a service allocated the LCN 001 will always appear first on the list of available 

services. 

d) Ease of consumer access to the DTT content. Without an implemented LCN, a DVB T2 

receiver arranges all the available services randomly, and as such it becomes difficult for 

viewers to know what channel number a particular channel is on. 

 

1.2 Definitions 

In this document, the following terms shall have the corresponding meanings; 
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LCN: logical channel number is the number allocated to each of the program channel and 

services being carried over a broadcasting multiplex; these are the numbers the viewer’s press to 

access the different available services.  They shall range from 001 to 999; 

Service: means a dedicated stream on a multiplex; 

Service type - Core TV service:  means a dedicated stream on the multiplex that is carrying 

traditional TV programming content; 

Service types - Complementary Services: means a dedicated stream on the multiplex which 

is carrying nonlinear hybrid services that will be accessible through the DTT platform over the TV 

receiver; 

Channel Types:  means the different categories within the core TV services.  They will form the 

basis for the grouping of core / traditional TV service on the DTT platform in order to assist 

viewer navigation of content available on the platform;    

FTA TV Service: means a television service that is broadcast in clear (unencrypted) form, 

allowing any person with the appropriate receiving equipment to receive the signal and view or 

listen to the content without requiring a subscription; 

Subscription TV service: means a television service that is broadcast in encrypted form.  This 

service can ONLY be viewed after payment of subscription and using only authenticated receiving 

equipment;  

Temporary TV service: means TV services whose programming will run for a period of not 

more than 6 months; 

Audio TV service: means a service whose reception will give ONLY an audio output.  This 

service can be FTA or subscription based;   

Data and Interactive TV services:  means services that will enable the viewer have a return 

path to the broadcaster or originator of the service.  Examples of these are but not limited to, 

Interactive voting channels, gaming channels and shopping channels;   

Public Service FTA Channel: means an FTA channel that carries content produced by the 

public broadcaster or any government body; 

Commercial FTA Channel (National): means an FTA channel with national wide coverage, 

whose program line-up is profit driven and focused on attracting advertisers and sponsors;   

Commercial FTA Channel (Regional): means an FTA channel with regional coverage, 

whose program line-up is profit driven and focused on attracting advertisers and sponsors;   

 
Genre based TV channel: means a TV channel whose program line up is biased towards the 

definition of a given genre; 
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Associated TV channel: means a TV channel which is under the same ownership and 

production house even though the content genres are different; 

General entertainment TV Channel: means a channel that has a program line-up with 

different program genres. 

 

2  LCN IMPLEMENTATION 

2.1 LCN assignment methodology 

The assignment methodology shall to be on 1st come 1st serve basis. This means that the LCN 
numbers shall be assigned in the order of receiving the CSP licence applications and processing 
them to completion. 
 
In the case of already operational TV broadcasters whose analogue licenses are going to be 
transitioned to the new license regime, the LCN number shall be assigned based on the order in 
which these broadcasters will go through the complete licence transition process. 

2.2 Logical Channel Number types 

There are two types of Logical channel numbers.  These are: 

a) The Ordinary Logical Channel Numbers; and 

b) The Premium logical channel numbers. 

The Ordinary LCNs: These are the LCNs that shall be assigned consecutively as the 
applications are received.  These will be subject to review as the Commission deems fit to review 
the assignment plan. 

The Premium LCNs:  These are the numbers which shall be specially chosen or preferred by a 
given content service provider.  These shall attract a higher fee because they will not have to be 
consecutively assigned.   

They will have an additional privilege of being protected during the review process and the 
content service providers shall be allowed to additionally advertise and brand their services using 
these numbers. 

2.3 Billing and charging for LCNs 

For efficient implementation and usage of LCNs, and the associated administrative costs of 

implementation, the Commission shall charge the CSPs for the LCNs. 

The Justification for charging for the numbers is: 

 The numbers are a finite receiver centric resource;   

 Without an LCN, a CSP will not be displayed by the receiver, and will not be uploaded on 

any multiplex;  

  LCNs is a finite resource and therefore there requires management. In light of this, there 

is an administrative cost attached to the management of the LCNs.   

The charge for an LCN shall be an annual fee. The rates are provided below.  
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 Ordinary LCNs: UGX.600, 000  

 Premium LCNs: UGX. 3,000,000 

 Ordinary LCN range (For content aggregators): UGX.4, 500, 000 for the 1st   10 channels 

and UGX. 300,000 for any extra channels. 

 Premium LCN Range (For content aggregators): UGX. 9,000,000 for the 1st 10 channels 

and UGX. 600,000 for any extra channels. 

***Please note the fees for the logical number channel plan for complimentary services is still 
under development. 
 

2.4 Service types and TV Channel types  

 Service Types: mean the different types of content that can be uploaded on the 

multiplex.  The LCNs allotment are based on these service types.  There are two (2) 

broad categories of service types.  These are: 

1. The Core TV services:  These are the services that are / will be viewable on 

the receiver with a prescribed program lineup.  These are the traditional linear 

TV services. 

2. The Complementary Services: These are the nonlinear hybrid services that 

will be accessible through the DTT platform over the TV receiver but with no 

programming content.  

 

 Channel types: mean the different categories of the core TV services available on the 

DTT platform. The Commission shall when the need arises, use the Channel types to 

protect consumers from content that does not conform to existing laws.  

 

 Table 2.1 and 2.2 below provide the service types and program channel types.  Any 

amendments to these descriptions shall be made known to all relevant stakeholders.  

 

Table 2.1 Service types 

Service type Category Service Type details 

 
 
CORE TV SERVICES 

 
 
 
 

Public FTA  

Commercial FTA National  

Commercial FTA Regional 

Community FTA 

Subscription  

Temporary  
COMPLIMETARY         SERVICES 
 
 

Audio services 

Data, Interactive services 
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Table 2.2 Program Channel Types for the Core TV services 

Channel Type 

Public service channel 

General Entertainment Channel - FTA 

General Entertainment Channel - Subscription 

Associated Channel 

Genre based channels  

E.g. Children’s Channel; International Channels; news channels 

 

2.5 Guidelines on LCN assignment within Channel types 

In line with the 1st come 1st serve approach, the Commission shall allocate the program channel 

the lowest available LCN within the Channel types range. 

 

2.6  Logical Channel Numbering Plan for Core Services  

 

 

 

CORE / TRADITIONAL 

TV SERVICES 

SERVICE TYPE Allocated  

PUBLIC SERVICE FTA 001 - 005 

 Reserved 006 - 010 

COMMERCIAL FTA (NATIONAL) 011 - 040 

Reserved 041- 049 

COMMERCIAL FTA (REGIONAL) 050 - 080 

Reserved 081 - 099 

COMMUNITY FTA 100 -120  

Reserved 121 - 199 

SUBSCRIPTION SERVICES  200 - 299 

300 - 399 

400 - 499 

Reserved  500 - 549 

TEMPORARY SERVICES 550 - 599 

COMPLEMENTARY  

SERVICES 

Reserved  600 - 649 

DATA AND INTERACTIVE SERVICES 650 - 699 

AUDIO SERVICES 700 - 799 

Reserved Allocation 800 - 899 

Receiver Allocation 900 - 999 

 


